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SUMMARY



at high altitude= low o2 = difficult breathing 
respiratory problems (hypoxia): from
outside to inside 
abstraction of airways 1.
restriction of alveolar movement 2.
diffusion of capillaries blood 3.

respiratory distress syndrome (RDS) :
infants RDS , acute adults RDS .

left heart failure = pulmonary edema 
lung disease = right heart failure 

mixed venous blood in pulmonary artery 
o2 is the same in all arteries 

o2 is differant in veins 

blood distribution= 5L
350mL = capillaries  
350mL = heart chambers 

3L = veins 
750mL = arteries 450mL = lungs (190mL pulmonary artery

, 190mL pulmonary vein , 70 capillaries  )

six layers 

macrophages 



blood takes 1 cardiac cycle in capillary 0.8 
get oxygenated in 1/3 of capillary cuz O2 is not diffusion limited 

so : 
high HR =  less filling =less diastole = less oxygenated blood = less blood to coronary 

O2 like a ghost , not diffusion- limited , but perfusion limited 
the least cause of hypoxia is diffusion  

oxygenated 

deoxygenated 

gas exchange depends
on pressure difference 

diffusion -limited : 
keep going from high
pressure to low pressure ,
which becomes high ,
again & again 

perfusion -limited : 
keep going from high to
low till achieving
equilibrium .

D = gas solubility /√molecular weight  
molecular weight is the least important factor 
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Co2 is strong not affected unless there is a big  problem .
so : in respiratory failure type2 , too much damage in lung = high high Co2 in blood 

Co2= 40

oxygen in artery should not be different from alveolar oxygen in normal person 



RECAPRECAPRECAP   
you inhale 500 mL of air = inspiration = 21% o2 = 160 ml
inspired air gets humified by H2o in trachea = 47 ml H2o then 150 o2 
(no gas exchange then it's called anatomical dead space, 150 o2 ,0 Co2)
then in alveoli, o2 get in 1/3 of capillary to reach 100ml equilibrium “perfusion”
and Co2 transport from capillary to alveoli = 40ml “diffusion”
time = 1 cardiac cycle = 0.8
then exhalation : inspired air “fresh air” which stayed in dead zone get out first
then alveolar air (exchanged) so expiration air is mixed air .

so : which air is the highest container of O2 ? 
a- alveolar air                            c- arterial air              
b-mixed expired air                d- venous air 

conducting zone - no gas exchange , 1/3 tidal volume = 150ml .
ventaltion -perfusion defect cause physiological dead space “alveolar without exchange”

but if we want to calculate alveolar ventilation rate , we should first minus
dead space volume from the tidal .

and as we know Co2 exchange in alveolar so it has a volume in the ventilation , gets
affected by its fraction .

fraction 

reduce tension & collapsing



rest / static volume: lung out side the body , without air in it.  
capacity is how much air could it contain .

 normal 

maximum size of lung 

maximum use of muscle to exhale all 

resting volume of
the system 

increase elasticity - increase tension - increase pressure = decrease in compliance 

calculate from the pic : 
IRV :                TLC :            VT :           FRC:
which is one thing that spirometer cant show ?



FRC

chest

oxygen in artery should not be different from alveolar oxygen in normal person 

volume 

pressure 

during inspiration

during exspiration

during rest

A- at resting , lungs tend to collapse , chest tends to expand 

curve = compliance , notice that it was never zero , cuz to
wise to inflate partially  inflated lung , less energy consuming 

notice that expiration it not like inspiration : 

expiration is not gradual like inspiration cuz you can't hold
your muscles+ elastic much longer = passive 

as long as functional residual capacity is systemic resting capacity =FRC
then : 
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B- LESS pressure lungs tend to expand, chest tends to expand 
A B C D

ANY pressure less than chest resting pressure cuz chest expansion .
ANY pressure less than FRC resting pressure cuz lung collapse 

C- more pressure lungs tend to collapse , chest tends to expand 

D- more pressure lungs tend to collapse , chest tends to collapse

D : lung collapse , chest goes inward  

B : lung expand , chest expand 

active gradual inspiration & passive expiration normally .
opposite in obstruction 

in emphysema “obstruction”, alveoli enlarged , making new resting pressure  , where lung
and chest tend to expand = barrel chest = برميل 

in restriction diseases , new resting membrane , lung tend to collapse  , chest remain in a fixed

resistance is uncountable ,
unmeasurable unit but we

can predict it by radius 

respiratory resistance =
1% of total resistance 

this means lung inflation leads to air
entry not the opposite 

partial pressure of arterial oxygen

(PaO2) 

 fraction of inspired oxygen (FiO2)

infant 

adultsorgan failure 

asthma + bronchitis + emphysema =
more resistance 


